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ABSTRACT

Explaining deep learning models and their predictions is an open question with many proposed, but difficult to validate, solutions. This difficulty in assessing explanation methods has raised the question on the validity of these methods: What are they showing and what are the factors influencing the explanations? Furthermore, how should one choose which one to use? Here, we explore saliency-type methods, finding that saliency maps contain network “fingerprints”, by which the network which generated the map can be uniquely identified. We test this by creating datasets made up of saliency maps from different “primary” networks, then training “secondary” networks on these saliency-map datasets. We find that secondary networks can learn to identify which primary network a saliency map comes from. Our findings hold across several saliency methods and for both CNN and ResNet “primary” architectures. Our analysis also reveals complex relationships between methods: a set of methods share fingerprints, while some contain unique fingerprints. We discuss a potentially related prior work that may explain some of these relationships; some methods are made up of ‘higher order derivatives’. Our simple analytical framework is a first step towards understanding ingredients of and relationships between many saliency methods.

1 INTRODUCTION

Being able provide explanations for a model’s decision has become crucial as more complex models used in high stake decisions [Trajanovski et al., 2018]. While there has been numerous methods developed to provide explanations, we lack fundamental understandings of how they work: what are the factors influencing them? Do some methods include factors subset of other methods?

Methods which explain a model’s decisions by highlighting the most important part of an input are called “saliency methods”, with a range of different justifications for why they should provide a good explanation for a model’s prediction. These justifications and the validity of the methods themselves have been called into question however. [Adebayo et al., 2018] show that some are independent of the model predictions—the very object it aims to explain. [Nie et al., 2018] demonstrate that in contrary to common belief that explanations are about models, some methods are essentially doing partial image recovery, producing “clearer” (superficially more desirable) explanations. These prior works highlight the risk of using only visual analysis to create, understand and select saliency methods and begs for a question: what are the main ingredients for these explanations?
In this work, we take a first step towards analyzing ingredients for saliency maps, which we call “fingerprints”. We first train a set of primary networks, from which we create a set of saliency maps. We then train ’secondary’ networks using these explanations to classify which “primary” they come from (i.e., labels are the identify of the primary network). This simple approach can reveal things that we cannot tell visually: the Gradient (Simonyan et al. (2013)), SmoothGrad (SG) (Smilkov et al. (2017)) and Integrated Gradient (IG) (Sundararajan et al. (2017)) saliency methods all produce maps which contain an identifiable “network fingerprint”, that is, we can use them to identify different networks, even when the networks have identical architecture and structure. In contrast, a perturbation-based method (Fong & Vedaldi (2017)), does not produce almost no fingerprint at all. Furthermore, our results suggest that some methods contain fingerprints that are superset and subset of other methods. We discuss a potential connection between our findings and a prior work Seo et al. (2018) that showed SG contains the higher order terms that other methods do not.

**Our contributions are:**

- We show that a set of saliency maps contain a “fingerprint” of the network which the map is generated from.
- We empirically look at the relationships of fingerprints (e.g., subset) between popular methods.
- We connect our work to a prior analytical work that may begin to explain some of our findings.

## 2 EXPERIMENTS

### 2.1 Choice of Primary Networks, Saliency Methods and Training Data

**Primary Networks:** We have used three types of primary networks: a simple 2 layer CNN, a MiniResNet (11 layers), and a MiniCNN (11 layers), which is identical to the MiniResNet network, but without the skip connections. All of the secondaries use the MiniCNN architecture.

**Saliency methods:** We use the PAIR saliency library (PAIR) for Grad (Simonyan et al. (2013)), SG (Smilkov et al. (2017)) and Integrated Gradients (IG) (Sundararajan et al. (2017)). For Meaningful Perturbation (Fong & Vedaldi (2017)), we convert a PyTorch implementation into TensorFlow, using the same modifications for speed up, as well as some changes made in the original paper (Fong & Vedaldi (2017)) author’s branch.

**Datasets:** All the primaries are trained on CIFAR10 (Krizhevsky (2009)).

### 2.2 Training

**Primary Networks:** Each primary network was trained separately using the CIFAR10 dataset. The Glorot uniform initializer was used to initialize the weights randomly.

**Secondary Networks:** For each saliency technique, we trained a separate secondary network. The training data for these networks was obtained by applying the saliency technique to each primary for all of the images in the dataset.

### 2.3 Results and Analysis

**Can we identify unique primary networks from just the saliency maps?**

We first investigated whether a secondary classifier, using the gradient saliency method from Simonyan et al. (2013), could be trained to classify primary networks using different network architectures (A1 and A2). Our

1. [https://github.com/jacobgil/pytorch-explain-black-box](https://github.com/jacobgil/pytorch-explain-black-box) visited on 03/05/2022
2. [https://github.com/ruthcfong/pytorch-explain-black-box](https://github.com/ruthcfong/pytorch-explain-black-box) visited on 03/05/2022
experiments revealed that the performance of the classifier was surprisingly high, with all initial experiments getting over 90% accuracy.

To test if the fingerprints are only capable of distinguishing between different network architectures, we then explored if we could train a secondary to classify between a set of primaries which all had the same architecture but different weights. Each primary was trained using a different randomly chosen subset of CIFAR10 for the training data, and GlorotUniform initializer. This experiment also resulted in a very high accuracy ~ 95% (for comparison, the same architecture as the secondary gets only ~ 73% with no data augmentation for CIFAR10, meaning that classifying between the primaries’ maps is easier than a single primary correctly classifying CIFAR10 images). To see whether this finding extends other widely used saliency methods, we explored two other gradient-based methods, SmoothGrad (SG) [Smilkov et al. (2017)] and IntegratedGradients (IG) [Sundararajan et al. (2017)]. Once again, the classification accuracy was high (see Table 1 for accuracies), suggesting that saliency maps contain a strong network fingerprint of the primary network.
In contrast, a perturbation-based methods (meaningful perturbation, MP [Fong & Vedaldi (2017)]) does not contain the same kind of fingerprint, achieving close to random performance in prediction identity of primary networks.

**Are we identifying the networks using unstructured statistics?**

To test whether the fingerprints arise from the structure of the maps (rather than unstructured statistics such as the mean and covariance of pixel intensity values), we randomly shuffled the pixels in each of the maps in a dataset, and then trained a new secondary based on this pixel-shuffled dataset. We found that, when comparing the maps from two ResNets, Grad gets a validation accuracy of $\sim 60\%$ (compared with $\sim 95\%$ unshuffled), SG gets $\sim 54\%$ (compared with over 99%) and IG gets $\sim 54\%$ (compared with with over 99%). This suggests that the main component of the fingerprint comes from the spatial relationship between the pixels.

**Cross-comparison: Is there any commonality between the fingerprints in different primaries?**

So far, we learned that Grad, SG and IG contain fingerprints of the primary network. The next natural question is: do they contain the same types of fingerprints? To test this, we tested the accuracies of each of the secondary networks with the test dataset from the saliency methods it was not trained with (results shown in Table 1). High test accuracy of method A with a secondary model trained on method B implies that fingerprints in method B also exists in method A.

Our analysis (Table 1) reveals complex relationships between methods. While some methods do share fingerprints, despite the clear visual differences (shown in Figure 2), others don’t. Note than none of these relationships can be extracted by visual inspections, at least to the authors.

First, we train secondaries to classify two primary networks, across different architectures (simple CNNs and Resnet, left and the middle tables in Table 1). In both cases, Grad and IG seem to be use a shared, but not identical fingerprint. Their fingerprints also exists in SG (i.e., high test accuracy with SG). This could be explained by the fact that SG uses Grad as its main mechanism. However, what is surprising is that there
seems to be a type of fingerprint in SG that is different from the fingerprints in Grad and IG (i.e., low test accuracy on Grad, IG). And this fingerprint in SG is a strong one; the secondary trained on SG gets the highest accuracy. We discuss where this fingerprint might come from in the next section.

The results on PM were consistent: it does not contain fingerprints that could identify primary networks of itself, or any other methods.

Now we give secondary networks a harder task (i.e., classify ten primaries, right table in Table I). In order to solve this harder task, SG now turn to the fingerprints that is shared with Grad and IG. This suggests that for an unknown reason, the fingerprints SG relied on to identify 2 primary network is “easier” or less complex for SG to learn. Further studies are needed to validate this idea.

3 DISCUSSION

The cross-comparison experiments suggest that Grad and IG use a similar set of features (i.e., their cross-comparison performance is very similar). However, SG appears to have much less in common with Grad or IG, which is why the performance is rather different.

Although the reason for the difference is not known at this time, we believe that the work of Seo et al. (2018) provides a strong indication of where to look. This paper performed a Taylor Series expansion of SG in the limit as the number of samples goes to infinity. They showed that the higher order terms can be written as sums of products of moments of Gaussians and partial derivatives of the network. Note that these higher order terms do not exist in Grad.

Since IG can also be written as a Taylor series with high order terms, the simple presence of these terms does not guarantee that the features will be different. Further analysis of the role of the higher order terms is required.

4 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Despite numerous methods that can produce explanations are produced and an unified mathematical framework Lundberg & Lee (2017), we yet to understand what makes up these explanations, and whether those ingredients are shared across many methods. Our work is a preliminary step towards understanding using a simple approach by training secondary networks with generated explanations. We show that a fingerprint of the primary network strongly remains in gradient-based methods, but not in a perturbation-based method. We also find that the kinds of finger prints in SG differs from other methods, and points to a potential connection with a prior analytical work. Future work could extend to a wider range of saliency methods and primary and secondary network architectures.
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A Appendix
Figure 3: Maps for two resNet from our gradient-based saliency method. Left to right - Grad, SmoothGrad and IntegratedGrad.